collection techniques or other forms of information technology.

Marcie Lovett,
Records and Information Governance
Division Director, USPTO, Office of the Chief Technology Officer.

[FR Doc. 2017–13716 Filed 6–29–17; 8:45 am]

BILLING CODE P

COMMITTEE FOR PURCHASE FROM PEOPLE WHO ARE BLIND OR SEVERELY DISABLED

Procurement List; Proposed Additions and Deletion

AGENCY: Committee for Purchase From People Who Are Blind or Severely Disabled.

ACTION: Proposed Additions to and Deletion from the Procurement List.

SUMMARY: The Committee is proposing to add products and services to the Procurement List that will be furnished by nonprofit agencies employing persons who are blind or have other severe disabilities, and deletes a service previously furnished by such agency.

Comments Must Be Received on or Before: 7/30/2017.

ADDRESSES: Committee for Purchase From People Who Are Blind or Severely Disabled, 401 S. Clark Street, Suite 715, Arlington, Virginia, 22202–4149.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR TO SUBMIT COMMENTS CONTACT: Amy B. Jensen, Telephone: (703) 603–7740. Fax: (703) 603–0655, or email CMTEFedReg@AbilityOne.gov.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: This notice is published pursuant to 41 U.S.C. 8503(a)(2) and 41 CFR 51–2.3. Its purpose is to provide interested persons an opportunity to submit comments on the proposed actions.

Additions

If the Committee approves the proposed additions, the entities of the Federal Government identified in this notice will be required to procure the products and services listed below from nonprofit agencies employing persons who are blind or have other severe disabilities.

The following products and services are proposed for addition to the Procurement List for production by the nonprofit agencies listed.

Products

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NSN(s)—Product Name(s):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9930–00–NIB–0107—Kit, Post Mortem Bag, Heavy Duty, 36” x 90”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9930–00–NIB–0108—Kit, Post Mortem Bag, Heavy Duty, XL, 72” x 90”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9930–00–NIB–0109—Kit, Disaster Bag with ID Tags, 34” x 96”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mandatory for: Broad Government Requirement

Mandatory Source(s) of Supply: BOSMA Enterprises, Indianapolis, IN

Contracting Activity: Defense Logistics Agency Troop Support

Distribution: B-List

Services

Mandatory for: Custodial Service


Mandatory Source(s) of Supply: CONSOL, Redstone Arsenal, AL


Mandatory for: Janitorial Service

Mandatory Source(s) of Supply: Alabama Industries for the Blind, Talladega, AL

Contracting Activity: Dept. of the Air Force, FA8501 AFSC PZIO

Deletion

The following service is proposed for deletion from the Procurement List:

Service

Mandatory for: Janitorial/Custodial Service

Mandatory Source(s) of Supply: McLean County, Inc., Bloomington, IL

Contracting Activity: Dept. of Commerce/ Bureau of the Census

Mandatory Source(s) of Supply: Robins Air Force Base, 375 Perry Street, Suite A, Robins AFB, GA

Contracting Activity: U.S. Army Reserve Center: Delmar, NC

Contracting Activity: Dept. of the Army, W6QM MICC–MOFFETT FIELD

Barry S. Lineback,
Director, Business Operations.
3. There are no known regulatory alternatives which would accomplish the objectives of the Javits-Wagner-O'Day Act (41 U.S.C. 8501–8506) in connection with the products and services proposed for addition to the Procurement List.

End of Certification

Accordingly, the following products and services are added to the Procurement List:

Products
NSN(s)—Product Name(s):
MR 10760—Activity Pack, Licensed, Pokemon, Includes Shipper 20760
MR 10761—Sticker Pack, Licensed, Pokemon, Includes Shipper 20760
MR 10762—Pen, Licensed, Pokemon, Includes Shipper 20762
MR 10763—Kid’s Baking Tools, Licensed, Whisk and Spoon, Includes Shipper 20763
MR 10764—Kid’s Baking Tools, Licensed, Rolling Pin and Cookie Cutters, Includes Shipper 20764
MR 10765—Kid’s Baking Tools, Licensed, Decorating Set, Includes Shipper 20765
Mandatory Source(s) of Supply: Winston-Salem Industries for the Blind, Inc., Winston-Salem, NC

The following information is applicable to all products listed above.

Mandatory for: The requirements of military commissaries and exchanges in accordance with the Code of Federal Regulations 10 CFR 51–6.4.

Contracting Activity: Defense Commissary Agency
Distribution: C-List

Services
Service Type: Individual Equipment Elements (IEE) Store
Mandatory for: U.S. Air Force, Elmendorf AFB, 10480 Sisan Avenue, Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson, AK
Mandatory Source(s) of Supply: LRCB, Inc., Raleigh, NC
Contracting Activity: DEPT OF THE AIR FORCE, FA5000 673 CONS LGC

Service Type: Dispenser Machine Support Service
Mandatory for: U.S. Navy, Naval Medical Center San Diego, 34800 Bob Wilson Drive, San Diego, CA
Mandatory Source(s) of Supply: Job Options, Inc., San Diego, CA
Contracting Activity: DEPT OF THE NAVY, NAVAL MEDICAL CENTER
Service Type: Grounds Maintenance

Mandatory for: U.S. Coast Guard, U.S. Coast Guard Base Los Angeles/Long Beach, 1001 S. Seaside Avenue, San Pedro, CA
Mandatory Source(s) of Supply: Goodwill Industries of Southern California, Panorama City, CA
Contracting Activity: U.S. COAST GUARD, SILC BSS (00084)

Deletions
On 5/19/2017 (82 FR 22972) and 5/26/2017 (82 FR 24306–24309), the Committee for Purchase From People Who Are Blind or Severely Disabled published notice of proposed deletions from the Procurement List.

After consideration of the relevant matter presented, the Committee has determined that the product(s) and/or service(s) listed below are no longer suitable for procurement by the Federal Government under 41 U.S.C. 8501–8506 and 41 CFR 51–2.4.

Regulatory Flexibility Act Certification

I certify that the following action will not have a significant impact on a substantial number of small entities. The major factors considered for this certification were:

1. The action will not result in additional reporting, recordkeeping or other compliance requirements for small entities.
2. The action may result in authorizing small entities to furnish the products and services to the Government.
3. There are no known regulatory alternatives which would accomplish the objectives of the Javits-Wagner-O’Day Act (41 U.S.C. 8501–8506) in connection with the products and services deleted from the Procurement List.

End of Certification

Accordingly, the following products and services are deleted from the Procurement List:

Products
NSN(s)—Product Name(s):
8410–01–390–8539—Coat, Combat Type VI, Army, Woodland Camouflage, XS/R
8415–01–390–8539—Coat, Combat Type VI, Army, Woodland Camouflage, XS/S
8415–01–390–8540—Coat, Combat Type VI, Army, Woodland Camouflage, Small/X Long
8415–01–390–8541—Coat, Combat Type VI, Army, Woodland Camouflage, Medium/XX Short
8415–01–390–8542—Coat, Combat Type VI, Army, Woodland Camouflage, Medium/XX Short
8415–01–390–8543—Coat, Combat Type VI, Army, Woodland Camouflage, Small/Long
8415–01–390–8544—Coat, Combat Type VI, Army, Woodland Camouflage, Medium/Regular
8415–01–390–8545—Coat, Combat Type VI, Army, Woodland Camouflage, Small/Regular
8415–01–390–8546—Coat, Combat Type VI, Army, Woodland Camouflage, X Small/Short
8415–01–390–8547—Coat, Combat Type VI, Army, Woodland Camouflage, X Long
8415–01–390–8548—Coat, Combat Type VI, Army, Woodland Camouflage, Medium/Long
8415–01–390–8549—Coat, Combat Type VI, Army, Woodland Camouflage, Medium/Short
8415–01–390–8550—Coat, Combat Type VI, Army, Woodland Camouflage, Large/Regular
8415–01–390–8551—Coat, Combat Type VI, Army, Woodland Camouflage, Large/X Long
8415–01–390–8552—Coat, Combat Type VI, Army, Woodland Camouflage, X Large/Long
8415–01–390–8553—Coat, Combat Type VI, Army, Woodland Camouflage, Large/Long
8415–01–390–8554—Coat, Combat Type VI, Army, Woodland Camouflage, XLR
8415–01–390–8555—Coat, Combat Type VI, Army, Woodland Camouflage, LXS
8415–01–390–9641—Coat, Combat Type VI, Army, Woodland Camouflage, XSS
8415–01–390–9646—Coat, Combat Type VI, Army, Woodland Camouflage, XSXS
8415–01–390–9648—Coat, Combat Type VI, Army, Woodland Camouflage, XX/S
8415–01–390–9652—Coat, Combat Type VI, Army, Woodland Camouflage, Islander
8415–01–390–9653—Coat, Combat Type VI, Army, Woodland Camouflage, XSSS
8415–01–390–9654—Coat, Combat Type VI, Army, Woodland Camouflage, X XSSS
8415–01–390–9655—Coat, Combat Type VI, Army, Woodland Camouflage, XS/XXS
8415–01–390–9656—Coat, Combat Type VI, Army, Woodland Camouflage, XXS/XXS
8415–01–390–9657—Coat, Combat Type VI, Army, Woodland Camouflage, LXS
8415–01–390–9658—Coat, Combat Type VI, Army, Woodland Camouflage, LXX
8415–01–390–9661—Coat, Combat Type VI, Army, Woodland Camouflage, XSS
8415–01–390–9665—Coat, Combat Type VI, Army, Woodland Camouflage, XSSS
8415–01–390–9668—Coat, Combat Type VI, Army, Woodland Camouflage, XS/XXS
8415–01–390–9669—Coat, Combat Type VI, Army, Woodland Camouflage, XSSS
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

Office of the Secretary

TRICARE; Calendar Year 2018 TRICARE Young Adult Program Premium Update

AGENCY: Office of the Secretary of Defense, Department of Defense.

ACTION: Notice of updated TRICARE Young Adult Premiums for Calendar Year 2018.

SUMMARY: This notice provides the updated TRICARE Young Adult program premiums for Calendar Year (CY) 2018.

DATES: The CY 2018 rates contained in this notice are effective for services on or after January 1, 2018.

When and where to send comments: In accordance with section 10(d) of the Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA) of 1972 (5 U.S.C., Appendix, as amended), the Department of Defense, pursuant to 41 CFR 102–3.150(b), waives the 15-calendar day notification requirement.

The purpose of the meeting is to explore new defense systems and technologies that will enable cost effective power projection that relies on the use of longer stand-off distances than current capabilities. System components may be deployed on manned or unmanned platforms with a range of potential autonomous capabilities. Use of cost reducing technology and advanced production practices from defense and commercial industry may be a major part of the strategy for deploying adequate numbers of weapons. This two-day session will focus on coalescing all the information from briefings presented during the January, February, March, April, and May meetings of the Long Range Effects 2017 Summer Study Task Force. The four panels (Architecture; Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance; Basing, Delivery, and Weapons; and Command, Control, Communications, and Cyber) will meet simultaneously to discuss topics and analyze data in support of the study. Day Two will close with discussion of the four panels’ work.

In accordance with section 10(d) of the FACA and 41 CFR 102–3.150, the DoD has determined that the Long Range Effects 2017 Summer Study Task